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Overview

An unpainted art canvas can make a great diffusion screen for RGB matrix panels. In this guide I'll show how to use art canvases to construct wall-hanging matrix panel enclosures for several different sizes of RGB matrix panels.

This guide will help you to build one of these wall-hanging canvas displays.

Parts

The most crucial part - the one that makes this a relatively easy build - is the Matrix Portal. This will attach to the RGB panel that you choose and allow for it to be programmed easily (in CircuitPython).

Adafruit Matrix Portal - CircuitPython Powered Internet Display
Folks love our wide selection of RGB matrices and accessories, for making custom colorful LED displays... and our RGB Matrix Shields...
https://www.adafruit.com/product/4745

The 3 amp Raspberry Pi 4 power supply is a good way to power the canvas when it's hanging on the wall. Note that you can get these in white from DigiKey ( ).
Official Raspberry Pi Power Supply 5.1V 3A with USB C
The official Raspberry Pi USB-C power supply is here! And of course, we have 'em in classic Adafruit black! Superfast with just the right amount of cable length to get your Pi 4...
https://www.adafruit.com/product/4298

Below are a number of USB-C parts that will probably come in handy on a project like this.

Right Angle USB Type C Adapter - USB 3.1 Gen 4 Compatible
As technology changes and adapts, so does Adafruit, and speaking of adapting, this right angle adapter is USB C...
https://www.adafruit.com/product/4432

USB C to USB C Cable - USB 3.1 Gen 4 with E-Mark - 1 meter long
As technology changes and adapts, so does Adafruit! Rather than the regular USB A, this cable has USB C to USB C plugs! USB C is the latest...
https://www.adafruit.com/product/4199
USB C to USB C Cable - USB 3.1 Gen 4 with E-Mark - 6" long
As technology changes and adapts, so does Adafruit! Rather than the regular USB A, this cable has USB C to USB C plugs! USB C is the latest...
https://www.adafruit.com/product/4198

Related to the above, there is such a thing as a USB-C extension cable. They have a plug on one end and a socket connector on the other. I don't believe Adafruit carries any, but you can find them on Amazon and elsewhere.

I'm finding that it works great to have one of these extension cables plugged into the Matrix Portal. Then it can easily be swapped between a computer (for re-programming) and a wall power adapter (for normal usage).

Another thing to look for on the wider internet is right angle USB-C adapters. Adafruit carries one (linked above), but I was able to find a more svelte example. Also, note that some of the extension cables come with a right-angle plug end.
In addition to the electronic parts and cables, you will need some hardware for securing the matrix panel inside the canvas and for hanging the canvas on the wall. Most of these parts can be found at an art supply store (like Michaels), or a hardware store.

Pieces of foam board will be used for securing the matrix panel inside the canvas.

The 9x12 inch foam board was a good size for the 64x32 pixel, 4mm pitch panel. For the smaller panels, the 8x10 inch foam board may be a better starting point.

The matrix panels have M3 screw mounts, so these nylon screws and standoffs will be helpful in attaching matrix panels to things like foam board.
Black Nylon Machine Screw and Stand-off Set – M3 Thread
Totaling 420 pieces, this M3 Screw Set is a must-have for your workstation. You'll have enough screws, nuts, and hex standoffs to fuel...
https://www.adafruit.com/product/4685

The items show below will be attached to the back of the canvas. The hanging wire and D-rings are used to hang the canvas on the wall. The offset clips will hold foam board in place behind the canvas.

I use these plastic spacers from Pololu to add a little distance between the back of the canvas and the hanging wire, allowing space for the foam board in between. If that doesn't make sense, don't worry, it will be explained better in pictures to follow.

Any of the spacer lengths shown below (2mm, 4mm, 6mm and 8mm) could turn out to be useful in building a compu-canva() project, and sometimes I start with one length and realize later a longer or shorter spacer will work better.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Spacers Type</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2mm nylon spacers</td>
<td><a href="https://www.pololu.com/product/1980">https://www.pololu.com/product/1980</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4mm nylon spacers</td>
<td><a href="https://www.pololu.com/product/1981">https://www.pololu.com/product/1981</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6mm nylon spacers</td>
<td><a href="https://www.pololu.com/product/1982">https://www.pololu.com/product/1982</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8mm nylon spacers</td>
<td><a href="https://www.pololu.com/product/1983">https://www.pololu.com/product/1983</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The D-rings (shown above) come with screws, but often I find they are too long, short or wide for what I need.

I have found that #4 and #5 screws work great with the Pololu spacers shown above (and #6 is too big). I got several different lengths to try, but for this project the 0.75 inch #4 or #5 screws are perfect in most cases.

Make sure to double-check that the screws selected are not too long, or they will puncture through the front of the canvas!

The last set of pictures here show how the spacers and screws will be used with the D-rings to create a little space between the D-rings and the back of the canvas.

The last picture also shows roughly how the D-rings, hanging wire and offset clips will be placed behind the canvas. In this example the offset clips are on the side, but often it makes more sense to put them on the bottom. You'll see examples of both in the builds covered in this guide.
In several of the builds I used a pair of 8-pin Arduino stacking headers to extend the distance between the Matrix Portal and the matrix panel by a few millimeters. I think these could come in handy in a lot of situations where the canvas is just a little bit too deep for the Matrix Portal.

You'll only need the two 8-pin headers from this kit:

![Shield stacking headers for Arduino (R3 Compatible)](https://www.adafruit.com/product/85)

“How could something so simple be so useful?” We heard once that in the 4th millennium B.C. some guy asked the person...

There was also one build (the final one) where I used these extra long break-away headers:

![Extra-long break-away 0.1" 16-pin strip male header (5 pieces)](https://www.adafruit.com/product/400)

Breakaway header is like the duct tape of electronics, and this header is one better with extra long pins on both sides. This makes it great for connecting things together that...

Tools

You'll need a few tools for this project, shown below. I used the pencil and measuring tape to mark places to cut on the foam board.

Use the "x-acto" type blade for cutting the foam board along a line or curve.

Use an awl for making holes in the foam board to run cables or screws through. If you don't have an awl, a nail will work instead. The foam board is not difficult to puncture.
And the Phillips screwdriver will be used with the nylon and the metal screws shown above.

The only other things you need are one of the RGB matrix panels and an art canvas that the panel fits inside. The next 4 sections of this guide show how to construct wall-hanging canvases for 4 different matrix panels. The Adafruit product link for each panel is at the beginning of the section devoted to that panel.

**SPOILER ALERT:**

If you are looking for the best fit - with the least amount of unused space inside the canvas, and the thinnest 'bezel' of unlit canvas as seen from the front, and the most pixels - then the 64x64 pixel, 3mm pitch panel with a 10x10 inch, low-profile canvas is the best pairing I have found.

The canvases you will find at a typical art supply store come in standard sizes. It is possible to get custom made canvases ([here](http://example.com)) (here is another example ([here](http://example.com))), but it will be more expensive.
64x32 pixel, 4mm pitch

In this section I'll show how I constructed a wall-hanging canvas, with horizontal orientation, for this 4mm pitch, 64x32 pixel matrix:

The best fit I could find at Michaels was this 8.5x14 inch "traditional profile" canvas:
Behind the canvas there is enough room for the matrix, with a little to spare.

I’ll use foam board and the M3 nylon standoffs to hold the matrix panel in place behind the canvas, but first it’s important to understand how the power cable will be routed. It’s really important for the power cable to be centered as it trails down from the canvas. If it’s too off-center, the canvas will tilt sideways.
About those standoffs, I found that the shorter standoffs were about the right length to put the matrix almost touching the canvas, when the standoffs are flush with the back of the canvas.

You want the matrix panel to be very close (even touching) the canvas. If it's too far away, the images will get blurry.

This 9x12 inch foam board is a good size to start with for this canvas. I'll end up whittling a lot out of it, as you'll see in upcoming pictures.
I need to mark 6 points on the foam board that align with the 6 screw holes on the matrix panel (and the nylon standoffs). I'm not sure the best way to do this. I decided to try cutting short pieces of toothpick and laying them into the screw holes on the standoffs.

In the image above you can see 3 of the toothpick ends. The idea is to align the foam board with the canvas and press it against the toothpicks to leave an impression of the 6 mount points.

This worked well enough ... the toothpicks are much thinner than the screw holes (more like M1), so they shift around when the board is placed on top. My marks weren't perfect, but close enough, and the foam board is forgiving.
Note: in the 64x64 pixel builds I came up with a better way than toothpicks to mark the mount points. It involves taping wood screws upside down over each mount point. This eliminates the toothpick wobbling issue.

Next, I want to do the hardware work on the back of the canvas that will allow it to hang on the wall and hold the foam board with the matrix panel in place.

As the picture above shows, I'll use D-rings and hanging wire on top to allow for hanging the canvas, and 3 of the 0.25 inch offset clips on the bottom to rest the foam board on.

But there's a twist: I'm going to use 4mm spacers to raise the D-rings slightly. This will make it easier for the top of the foam board to fit under the hanging wire. I'm also using #4 screws (0.75 inch) because these fit in the Pololu spacers.
I did some measuring and marking of the foam board to determine how it will fit into the offset clips and where to place them.

The picture below shows the hanging wire and offset clips attached. You'll want to set the D-rings and hanging wire close to the top. The lower it is set, the harder it will be to slip the assembly of matrix panel, Matrix Portal and foam board into place.
Next I spent more time measuring, and then cutting the foam board. I cut away sections around the Matrix Portal and the power connector, to make room for everything.

The next picture shows the foam board screwed onto the matrix panel, with the Matrix Portal peeking out from behind.
I still needed to do a lot of cutting around the top, rounding out the corners to allow the foam board to fit under the hanging wire.
I also need to route the power cable through the bottom/middle of the foam board. I first punched a hole in the right place and then widened it to fit the cable.

Note in the second pic here how I've cut away additional foam on the bottom left to make room where the power cable plugs into the right-angle adapter.
The last thing I did is place a piece of electrical tape over the 5V and GND screw terminals to avoid accidentally touching these when the system is plugged in.

... and it works!
64x32 pixel, 3mm pitch

In this section I'll show how I constructed a wall-hanging canvas, with vertical orientation, for this 3mm pitch, 64x32 pixel matrix:

64x32 RGB LED Matrix - 3mm pitch

Bring a little bit of Times Square into your home with this sweet 64 x 32 square RGB LED matrix panel. These panels are normally used to make video walls, here in New York we see them...

https://www.adafruit.com/product/2279

I looked at 3 slightly different 8x10 inch canvases as possible enclosures for the matrix assembly.
I was interested to try the "ultra-smooth" type canvas, but unfortunately both of the canvases in the red packaging had slightly too thick interior framing to fit the matrix panel.

If the framing was just 2mm thinner, I think it would fit. It could probably be made to work if you have the right woodworking tools to shave a little bit off, but you'll need to be really careful not to damage the canvas in the process.

But the canvas in the blue packaging works - with maybe 1-2 millimeters to spare:
The canvas frame is deep enough that the Matrix Portal wants to angle up and could become electrically disconnected. This also holds the matrix panel away from the canvas (which will cause the image to be blurry).

To address these issues I placed the 8-pin Arduino headers in between the matrix panel and the Matrix Portal.
I'm going to orient this canvas vertically, with the Matrix Portal pointing down so the USB-C cable trails directly down toward the floor.

I had an idea to use offset clips to attach the matrix panel at the top end of the canvas frame.
These pictures show the key details about using the offset clips to hang the matrix panel from the top of the canvas frame.

I used 2 of the Pololu spacers for each offset clip:

- a 4mm spacer between the offset clip and the canvas frame
- a 2mm spacer between the offset clip and the matrix panel

The offset clips are not quite long enough to reach comfortably over the canvas frame. I was careful to insert the screw at an angle, to keep from breaking off the edge of the canvas frame.

I'm pretty sure these are 0.75 inch #4 wood screws (I forgot to take a pic of the packaging).
I want to avoid having the Matrix Portal pressed to the wall when it's hanging. In the first picture here, note the large capacitor near the reset button and USB-C port.

I don't want the capacitor bumping into the wall so I'm going to screw in 2 of the 6mm spacers around the Matrix Portal
Another thing to deal with is how to arrange the power cabling. These pictures show how I threaded it under the Matrix Portal to hold it in place.
The last bit of hardware work is to connect the D-rings and hanging wire.

I used 4mm spacers with the 0.75 inch #5 wood screws shown here.
Finally, I'll cover the 5V and GND screw terminals with a piece of electrical tape.

Now it should be all ready to hang on the wall....
Here is the CircuitPython code for the "Hello World" program shown above:

```python
import board, displayio, terminalio
from adafruit_mosaicportal.matrix import Matrix
from adafruit_display_shapes.rect import Rect
from adafruit_display_text import label

matrix = Matrix(width=64, height=32)
group = displayio.Group(max_size=4)
matrix.display.rotation=270
matrix.display.show(group)

rect = Rect(0,0,32,64,fill=0x000040, outline=0x888888)
group.append(rect)

hello_text = ["H", "e", "l", "l", "o"]
world_text = ["W", "o", "r", "l", "d"]

hello_grp = displayio.Group(max_size=6)
hello_grp.x = 5 ; hello_grp.y = 5
hello_rect = Rect(-2,-1,10,50,fill=0x000000, outline=0x888888)
hello_grp.append(hello_rect)

world_grp = displayio.Group(max_size=6)
world_grp.x = 18 ; world_grp.y = 10
world_rect = Rect(-2,-1,10,50,fill=0x000000, outline=0x888888)
world_grp.append(world_rect)

g2 = displayio.Group(max_size=6)

y=4
for i in range(5):
    lh = label.Label(terminalio.FONT, max_glyphs=1, color=0x440088)
    lh.x=0 ; lh.y=y; lh.text=hello_text[i]
hello_grp.append(lh)
    lw = label.Label(terminalio.FONT, max_glyphs=1, color=0x008844)
    lw.x=0 ; lw.y=y; lw.text=world_text[i]
world_grp.append(lw)
y+=9

group.append(hello_grp)
```
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64x64 pixel, 3mm pitch

In this section I'll show construction steps for a wall hanging canvas with this 3mm pitch 64x64 matrix panel:

Winter time can be rough in the city. The sky is gray. The weather is unpredictable. So slough off those seasonal blues with some Times Square razzle dazzle from this...

https://www.adafruit.com/product/4732
I found 2 kinds of 10x10 inch canvas that looked like a potential fit for this panel. One came in a ‘value’ 2-pack and the other came as a single.

Both are low profile and you might think they are exactly the same, but turn them around and you'll see the wood frame used in the 2-pack is a bit thinner - meaning more room for a matrix panel inside.
I first tried the 'traditional' canvas with the thicker wood framing. It was very close, but it does fit barely with maybe 1-2 mm to spare.

This actually seems like an ideal pairing. I won't even need offset clips on the bottom because the panel can rest directly on the wood frame.

In the picture below, the Matrix Portal is on the left side, but it will make much more sense to hang this canvas so the Matrix Portal is pointing down and the USB-C cable will then run directly down toward the ground.

The Matrix Portal sits at a bit of an angle where it encounters the canvas frame, but it seems like it will be a good electrical connection.

Update: I later added 2 of the 8-pin Arduino headers between the Matrix Portal and the panel, as shown in the previous build, for a better fit than shown in the picture below.
Because I'm using a 64x64 pixel panel, I'll need to solder the "E line" jumper to the 8 pin, as explained in the Matrix Portal guide (). In the picture below you can see the blob of solder I added between the 8 and the E pads on the lower right, near the 3-pin JST connector.

The picture below shows how I'm planning to layout the D-rings and offset clips. We don't need offset clips on the bottom because the matrix panel will rest directly on the wood frame of the canvas. The main purpose of the offset clips here will be to keep the matrix panel from falling out of the canvas when it is taken off the wall and moved around.
I've cut an 8x3 inch piece of foam board, and the plan is to screw it to the matrix panel (with the M3 nylon screws) and then use the offset clips to hold the foam board and panel in place.
Here I’ve taped two wood screws, face up, over the M3 screw holes. I used this to mark two points on the foam board, pressing down enough to leave an impression and then using an awl to finish poking holes through the foam board.

I’ll use the longest type of nylon screws from the M3 kit.

In the picture below, I’ve attached the D-rings and hanging wire and the offset clips to the canvas frame. I also have the foam board screwed to the matrix panel. It looks like it’s ready to hang on the wall...
... but I forgot one thing: I need to cut a squarish hole in the center of the foam board to allow for the matrix panel power cabling.
These pictures show how I cut the hole and then arranged the power cable (mostly) underneath the foam board. Blue masking tape is great for helping with cable management.
I now made 2 final changes to get this system ready to hang:

Added a piece of electrical tape over the 5V and GND screw terminals.
Added two screws (#4, 0.75 inch) with 8mm spacers on the bottom of the frame, to avoid the large capacitor on the Matrix Portal bumping against the wall.
At this point, it's ready to hang on the wall. One gotcha is that since the Matrix Portal is pointing down, it's not in its default orientation.

This can be fixed in the CircuitPython code by setting the Display rotation property to 270.
Here is the code for the "Hello World" example used in the picture above:

```python
import board, displayio, terminalio
from adafruit_matrixportal.matrix import Matrix
from adafruit_display_shapes.rect import Rect
from adafruit_display_text import label

matrix = Matrix(width=64, height=64)
group = displayio.Group(max_size=4)
matrix.display.rotation=270
matrix.display.show(group)

rect = Rect(0,0,64,64,fill=0x003377, outline=0x888888)
group.append(rect)

lbl=label.Label(terminalio.FONT, max_glyphs=32, color=0x555500)
lbl.x=16 ; lbl.y=8; lbl.text="Hello
World!"
group.append(lbl)

while True:
    pass
```
In this section I'll show how to construct a wall hanging canvas incorporating this 64x64 pixel, 2.5 mm pitch matrix panel:

Winter time can be rough in the city. The sky is gray. The weather is unpredictable. So slough off those seasonal blues with some Times Square razzle dazzle from this...

https://www.adafruit.com/product/3649
This matrix panel is 6.3x6.3 inches. An ideal frame for it would be probably 8.5x8.5, or maybe 9x9 inches, but those are not standard sizes. So I'll use a 10x10 inch canvas again here, but try one of the "heavy duty" canvases, which are deeper inside with wider wood framing.

With this configuration, there will not be room for the Matrix Portal to connect directly to the HUB75 connector on the matrix panel. Instead, I'll have to rig up something with the grey IDC ribbon cable....

I'd prefer to have a solder-free way of connecting the Matrix Portal to the gray IDC ribbon cable. I was able to do this using extra-long break-away headers, like this:
Extra-long break-away 0.1" 16-pin strip male header (5 pieces)
Breakaway header is like the duct tape of electronics, and this header is one better with extra long pins on both sides. This makes it great for connecting things together that...

https://www.adafruit.com/product/400

Start with 2 rows of 10 pins each and use a pliers or similar tool to push or pull the individual pins through the encasing plastic until they are mostly on one side of the plastic, as shown in the first picture here.

Then push each row of 10 pins through the front of the connector on the Matrix Portal, as shown, so the pins extend out on the side with the ESP32 chip. Push in each pin so it is flush on the side with the plastic parts.
At this point my mind was blown when I realized that the header on the Matrix Portal is 2x10 pins, but the grey IDC ribbon cable is 2x8.

Apparently, four of the sockets on the Matrix Portal header are just for spacing and not electrical contact.

Using the pliers again I removed the 4 outer pins, so we have a 2x8 array of pins that will mate with the IDC ribbon cable.

You need to be careful here to connect the Matrix Portal to the ribbon cable in the correct orientation. It should be hanging the way it normally would - to the left as shown in the picture below:
Next, I set about creating a foam board backing for the matrix panel. In the picture below, I’ve cut 2 inches off of an 8x10 piece of foam board - making it 8x8 inches.

I’ve also selected some 1 inch #4 wood screws for the D-rings. After doing the last few builds I started to think that the 4mm spacers are maybe too short, so I’m going to try using the 6mm Pololu spacers this time.

I’ll use 3 of the offset clips - two on the bottom and one on top - to hold the foam board assembly in place.
I'll again tape wood screws upside down on top of the matrix panel mounting holes and use this to mark the 4 points on the foam board where I want to feed through nylon screws.

I also cut away two diagonals of the foam board near the top to make it less likely to interact with the hanging wire.
Next I arranged the power cabling for the Matrix Portal and taped it down into a position where the foam board can be set on top.
I used these "low volt" staples here to fix an extension cable in place just below where it needs to plug into the Matrix Portal.
I need to cut away at the bottom of the foam board a bit more to allow for the cable to enter and for the Matrix Portal buttons to be accessible.

I decided to add a little more spacing inside the canvas, adding 2mm spacers. I taped them onto the standoffs so they don't fall off as I'm trying to attach the nylon screws and foam board.

The extra spacing is to get the matrix panel close to the canvas to avoid a blurry image. In retrospect, I would have tried 4mm or 6mm spacers because, as you'll see, the images are a bit blurry with the 2mm spacers.
Update: I tried swapping in the 4mm and 6mm spacers, and they were not enough to eliminate the blurriness. In the end I used 2 of the long nylon standoffs on each mount point (and no spacers) to get a crisp image.
Now the foam board can be screwed on, and then it's just a matter of attaching the offset clips, D-rings and hanging wire.

Note that I cut away a little bit of the foam on top to better fit the third offset clip.
Now it should be ready to hang on the wall and run. As noted earlier, this one came out a little blurry, indicating the matrix panel is too far from the canvas.
I'm going to take it apart again and adjust the spacing inside to get a crisper image....

---

Extra Notes

This page covers a few additional parts I found and things I learned which I didn't use directly but could have in some variation of the designs.

First, the M3 nylon screws and standoff kit was so useful that I did some searching on DigiKey for similar M3 parts and found these:
On the right are the 6mm and 12mm standoffs from the kit Adafruit sells. On the left I’m showing examples of similar black nylon 6mm, 8mm and 10mm spacers that I found on DigiKey.

1 x **HEX STANDOFF M3 NYLON 6MM**
Hex Standoff Threaded M3 Nylon 0.236” (6.00mm) Black

1 x **HEX STANDOFF M3 NYLON 8MM**
Hex Standoff Threaded M3 Nylon 0.315” (8.00mm) Black

1 x **HEX STANDOFF M3 NYLON 10MM**
Hex Standoff Threaded M3 Nylon 0.394” (10.00mm) Black

These parts are fairly expensive to buy in small quantities, but if you need them, you need them!

A similar thing I also found at DigiKey is these M3 standoffs with screw parts at both ends, shown below.

1 x **HEX STANDOFF M3 NYLON 6MM**
Hex Standoff Threaded M3 Nylon 0.236” (6.00mm) Black

1 x **HEX STANDOFF M3 NYLON 8MM**
Hex Standoff Threaded M3 Nylon 0.315” (8.00mm) Black

1 x **HEX STANDOFF M3 NYLON 10MM**
Hex Standoff Threaded M3 Nylon 0.394” (10.00mm) Black
Additional panel/canvas pairings

I looked at several additional pairings of matrix panels and art canvases. Some of these will work great and others didn't pan out.

First, the 32x32 pixel panel with 6mm pitch shown below measures 190.5x190.5mm. The 64x64 panel with the 3mm pitch used in the third build of this guide is just a tiny bit larger, at 192x192mm. This means the 10x10 inch low profile canvases will work great with this 32x32 pixel panel.

Continuing with the above idea, but scaling down a notch, the 2.5mm pitch 64x64 pixel panel is 160x160mm. That's exactly the same as this 5mm pitch 32x32 pixel panel.
32x32 RGB LED Matrix Panel - 5mm Pitch

Bring a little bit of Times Square into your home with this sweet 32 x 32 square RGB LED matrix panel. These panels are normally used to make video walls, here in New York we see them...

https://www.adafruit.com/product/2026

I would really like to find a frame thinner than 10x10 inch for the 160x160mm panels. I tried 2 variations of 8x8 inch canvases. They are described as essentially the same, but the 2-piece "value pack" includes canvases with thinner framing than the single canvas.

Unfortunately, this pairing did not work. It may be hard to see in the pictures here, but the 160x160mm panels are about 4-6mm too large to fit inside even the multi-pack 8x8 inch canvases.
However, the 8x8 inch canvases could be used with the smallest 32x32 pixel matrix, with 4mm pitch.

32x32 RGB LED Matrix Panel - 4mm Pitch
Bring a little bit of Times Square into your home with this totally adorable 5 inch square 32 x 32 RGB LED matrix panel. These panels are normally used to make video walls, here in New...
https://www.adafruit.com/product/607

The 8x8 inch canvases have about 6x6 inch of interior to work with. The panel above is 5x5 inch (128x128mm), so it will fit.
Finally, I looked at one additional possible pairing: a 6x11 inch low-profile canvas for the 3mm pitch 64x32 pixel panel (used in the second build of this guide).

Unfortunately, this won't work because the panel is 7.5x3.8 inches, but there is only about 3.3 inches of interior space in the second dimension, so it won't fit.
Adding flair

The Matrix Portal has a STEMMA-QT port, a JST 3-pin header and several GPIO breakouts, so there are a lot of possibilities for adding extra magic into (or on the front of) your canvas.

In the picture below I'm mocking up an idea where I will string a flexible RGBW LED strip around the inside of a 10x10 inch (low-profile, multi-pack) canvas and place one of the 160x160mm matrix panels in the middle.

I'm using a JST adapter cable to connect the Matrix Portal to the flexible LED strip. These parts are shown below:

NeoPixel RGBW Neon-like Flex Strip - Cool White 5500K - 1 meter
Peep this NeoPixel RGBW Neon-like LED Flex Strip with Silicone Tubing! OK its a bit of a mouthful but check out the beautiful pics! It has a diffused...
https://www.adafruit.com/product/4689
STEMMA JST PH 2mm 3-Pin to Female Socket Cable - 200mm
This cable will let you turn a JST PH 3-pin cable port into 3 individual wires with high-quality 0.1" female header sockets on the end. We're carrying these to match up with...
https://www.adafruit.com/product/3894

Update: The arrangement above did not work. The NeoPixel strip acts very flakey, in a way that suggests there isn't enough power going through the JST connection.

I tried something else using the same parts. As shown below, I cut the red and black wires on the JST adapter, near the header. Then I stripped the red and black wires and connected the red wire to the 5V screw terminal and the black wire to the GND screw terminal.

This solved the power issue. There is still an issue where the matrix panel LEDs flicker when the NeoPixel strip is being updated. I'm not sure how to fix that, but otherwise it looks really good!
There are lots and lots of other "flair" possibilities, especially with the STEMMA-QT port. Another thing I'd like to try is placing one (or both) of these ranging sensors on the front of the canvas, and then use them to detect presence of someone in front of the canvas.

Adafruit VL6180X Time of Flight Distance Ranging Sensor (VL6180)
The VL6180X (sometimes called the VL6180) is a Time of Flight distance sensor like no other you've used! The sensor contains a very tiny laser...
https://www.adafruit.com/product/3316

Adafruit VL53L0X Time of Flight Distance Sensor - ~30 to 1000mm
The VL53L0X is a Time of Flight distance sensor like no other you've used! The sensor contains a very tiny invisible laser source, and a...
https://www.adafruit.com/product/3317
... I could keep on going with flair ideas, but I think it's time to end this guide. If you're interested in more projects with wall hanging computers on canvas, using a Raspberry Pi for the system controller, check out this other guide I wrote on the topic.